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Abstract: In everyday human life so many “QUESTIONS” are being asked. No question shall mean no life… 
Some questions can be answered and some questions can’t be answered Why I was born?... Why I am black?... 
Why earth quake occurs?... Why I hide revenue income?... Why I deposit in Swiss bank?.... In parliament 
session also so many questions are being asked during “zero hour”. Questioning is easier than answering?... In 
High school educational system students are scoring 100% marks aiming for medicine to serve the society. But in 
real “Life system” doctors do not want to serve Indian rural poor but want to serve other nations like USA, 
AUSTRALIA, EUROPE, etc. “CONSCIENCE” (Contra + Science) differs from “SCIENCE”?... If so… 

i) What does mean “conscience”? 
ii) What does mean “Science”? 
iii) “Science” means contradiction to “conscience”? 
iv) Conscience is state of “sleepless”?... 
v) Conscience is state of “white”?... 
vi) Science is state of “dark”?... 
vii) Question is like “science”?... 
viii) Answer is like “conscience”?... 

- Author 
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Global level philosophers and scientists believe 
that conscience is concerned with a persons moral 
sense of Right or “wrong” and it is considered as the 
source of “moral and ethical judgment”. 
(i) 

 

(ii) 
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i. Right dot is like MOON (Dharmam) 
ii. Left dot is like EARTH (Karmam) 
iii. Center dot is like SUN (Brahmam) 
This scientific research focus that the entire 

universe, shall be considered as ‘created’ by “LAW 
OF NATURE” (or) “CONSCIENCE” rather than 
SCIENCE. It is further focused that the creator of the 
universe shall be considered as “Supernatural 
person” called by name by author as “Ramanujam” 
whom consider created everything through his Mother 
Janaki or Conscience (Souls). The philosophy of 
creator and his conscience shall be narrated as below. 
 
 
(i) 
 

 
 
 

(ii) 
It is further focused that “RAMANUJAM” shall 

be considered as “SYSTEM LIFE” and “JANAKI” 
shall be considered as “LAW OF LIFE” (or) 
NATURAL JUSTICE consider regulating the life 
system consistently for its “sustainability” during the 
expanding universe. 
 

 
 

“Conscience” is like “soul” of Universe consider 
exists in the state of “ABSOLUTE 
CONSCIOUSNESS” and never sleeps. 
Conscience shall be considered as “Driving 
force” or “Soul” for existence of whole 
“Universal matters” in equilibrium state under 
varied environmental conditions. “Science” is 
like ABSOLUTE SLEEP and “Awake” is like 
“derived conscience”. 

- M. Arulmani, 
Tamil based Indian. 

 
1.0 Philosophy of “Conscience”?... 

It is hypothecated that the philosophy of 
“Conscience” shall be considered as the “accretion 
characteristics” and integral part of creator. 
Conscience is like honey derived from honeycomb. 
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It is further focused that the philosophy of 

“CONSCIENCE” shall be defined within the 
following scope. 

i) This is like “MEGA STAR” and 
“MORNING STAR” which cannot be separated. 

ii) This is like “SPIRIT” and “SOUL” which 
cannot be separated. 

iii) This is like “MOTHER” and “INFANT” 
which cannot be separated. 

iv) This is like “COSMO” and “UNIVERSE” 
which cannot be separated. 

v) This is like “COVENANT” and NATURAL 
JUSTICE which cannot be separated. 
 
2.0 Conscience differs from Science?... 

It is hypothesized that the philosophy of 
CONSCIENCE (Contra Science), SCIENCE shall be 
considered as exist directly opposite in characteristic. 
Conscience is like “Law of creation” and science is 
like “Law of Life” (Evolutionary aspects). It is further 
focused that spiritual, emotional, rational shall be 
considered as THREE-IN-ONE parameters of system 
life as narrated below. 

 

 
 

The Philosophy of varied conscience, life system 
shall be considered exists due to varied proportion in 
spiritual, emotional, rational attitude with respect to 
particular environmental condition as described below. 

 

 
 

3.0 Philosophy of stony heart?... 
It is focused that RAMANUJAM  shall be 

considered as having only Single chamber Heart  
called by Author as “STONY HEART” consider exist 
under “Endo thermic environment”.  The philosophy 
of multi chambered heart shall be considered as the 
state of “VARIED CONSCIENCE” by acquiring 
additional chambers.   The philosophy of Brahma, 
Rama, Krishna, Shiva shall be considered as having 
distinguished heart chambers having varied level of 
HUMANISM as described below. It is focused that 
JANAKI shall be considered as having highest level of 
consciousness and heart purity compared to 
BRAHMA, RAMA, KRISHNA, SHIVA and no one 
can judge consciousness level and heart purity level of 
JANAKI. 

 

i)
RAMANUJAM 

(Terrorist) 
- 

Stony Heart 
(Single Chamber) 

ii)
BRAHMA 
(Ethicist) 

- 
Co-Heart 

(Single Chamber 
upward) 

iii)
RAMA 

(Revolutionist) 
- 

Broken Heart 
(Plasma stage) 

iv)
KRISHNA 

(Democracist) 
- 

Flexible Heart 
(Single chamber 

downward) 

v)
SHIVA 

(Socialist) 
- 

Trinity Heart 
(Three chambers) 

vi)
JESUS CHRIST 

(Redeemer) 
- 

Bleeding Heart 
(Four chambers) 

 
4.0 Philosophy of emotional question?... 

It is focused that Human is the only race having 
“Caste system” in “Animal kingdom” and all other 
living creatures shall be having distinguished “Racial 
species” and no caste system. 
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i) Janaki belong to which caste?... 
ii) Brahma belong to which caste?... 
iii) Rama belong to which caste?... 
iv) Krishna belong to which caste?... 
v) Shiva belong to which caste?... 
vi) Buddha belong to which caste?... 
vii) Jesus Christ belong to which caste?... 
viii) Mohammad Nabi belong to which 

caste?... 
 
5.0 “Man” resembles “Manthi”?... 
No… No…  No… 

It is hypothesized that “man”, “manthi” (man + 
thi) shall be considered as distinguished organisms 
created from the “conscience” (manthiram) of 
Ramanujam (Manthiri). It is further hypothesized 
that human shall be considered as having MORE 
GENETIC VALUE compared to APE (Manthi) and 
shall be classified under distinguished classification of 
HUMAN KINGDOM rather than ANIMAL 
KINGDOM. 

 
(i) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(ii) 
 

 
 
6.0 Conclusion: 
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